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Each year it is the business of the Chairman’s report to report on the year that has gone and to set 

out the plans for the forthcoming year.  This year is no different other than that this year I want to 

look a little further back and a little further forward.   

However, first of all I need to put on record some of the more notable moments of the 2012/13 

season.  On the field it has been a lean year for silverware with only Nigel Nicholson and Craig 

Mountney’s team winning the NNYFL under 11 league cup.  As a club we have been competitive in 

all competitions with semi-final and final appearances and good performances in all of our 

respective leagues.  That said, silverware is not the only measure of success and what I have seen 

this year is more teams and players playing football for NTFC and that trend looks set to continue.   

As in any other year there are also a number of people who have moved on and I need to thank 

them for their contribution and wish them well - although I know that we will be seeing most of 

them around the club for the foreseeable future.  Linda Cree is stepping down as junior team 

secretary, Jim Todd has decided to step down as a secretary for the club, Nigel Hyams is moving to 

another club, Andy Asman is taking some time off as a manger after bringing his eldest son’s team 

through from under 8s and Michael Bird is stepping down as manager following a season managing 

his team in the under 18s Chad league.  I need to place on record our thanks to all of these people 

for their efforts over the time that they have been with the club. 

I said at the start that I wanted to look a little further back than this year and to mention a process 

that has been ongoing for perhaps the past four to five years.  Over that time NTFC has been 

involved in a process of modernisation which has necessarily meant the development of a new 

constitution and the prospect of new ways of working.  For me, in particular, it has been long and 

lonely road.  The development of the constitution of sports club is not the most interesting topic in 

the world and persuading people to participate has not been easy.  I am convinced however, that we 

now have a constitution that is fit for purpose that we enable the club to progress, limited only by 

the recourses available to us.  NTFC is now a legal entity, based on democratic principles and 

community ownership.  The importance of this change, that has gone almost unnoticed, is that I 

think that it will come to be seen as a pivotal moment in the development of NTFC.  We now have a 

set of objectives that mean something and out of that will grow our thinking for the future.  

  



 

I can add that in our first year we have elected a Board of Directors that understands the significance 

of the change and the potential for the club.  Dave Roberts, Chris Wade and Kevin Clayton all bring 

significant experience and knowledge to the club and they have been a real asset in our first year as 

a community club.  However, we need to recruit more like them and we now need to start to build 

up a greater awareness and knowledge about what the club is about, what we are trying to do and 

how people and the community can be involved. 

At this point I am going to look to the future and set out some of the things that we will need to 

achieve in the next year.  There are three areas that are key to the development of NTFC over the 

next year.  They are finance, development of a club strategy – what we are about and where we 

want to go - and facility development.   

Firstly finance, this year for the first year, we have been using SAGE accountancy software to keep a 

track of the clubs financial performance.  The package allows us to set income against expenditure 

by team or department so that we can track the performance of individual parts of the club.  Over 

the past year managers and officers of the club have become more aware of the need to work within 

budgets and the first meeting of the board following the AGM will be to look closely at the financial 

effectiveness of each part of the club.  Following on from that we can be clear about how much 

money we have, what we are likely to take in and where and when it can be spent.   

With regard to strategy, at a meeting of team managers last year we agreed that, “At Newark Town 

we are committed to dealing with players and parents of players honestly and openly. All of Newark 

Town FC managers will set out their approach to the development of the player and the team at the 

start of every season. Newark Town FC will develop players from the local community in an 

environment that is positive and encouraging. We will be consistent in our approach with the aim of 

developing players that are adept mentally and physically, respectful, positive, resilient, confident, 

reliable and committed to develop a club that is successful, competitive friendly and sustainable.”  

This statement does two things - the first is that it commits NTFC to develop a policy for the 

development of the player, the team and the club and the second is that it marks the start of the 

development of a way we will work in the future.  To achieve this over the next year we need to 

develop a communications strategy that will engage the players, parents, volunteers and supporters 

to encourage them to participate in the development of NTFC as a community owned sports club 

that is unique in this area.  A start has been made by Chris Wade in developing the club handbook 

which will be circulated to all players and parents and there are recent improvements in the website.  



 

Over the next year we will do more with the ultimate objective of engaging with the community, 

increasing membership and participation.  

Lastly facility development, the issues that face local sports clubs are the same the world over, but 

they all have a sliding scale of importance.  The sliding scale for facility development for this club has 

always been set to the maximum and it will be for the foreseeable future.  We have been proactive 

in a building a partnership with Collingham FC that has been of benefit to both clubs and we will 

continue to work with Collingham FC so that we can make real our ambitions in the medium term.  

We have to thank Jim Todd and Dave Roberts for much of that work.  For the longer term NTFC has 

led, along with Newark Athletic Club, Newark Tennis Club, RHP Sports and Social FC and Castle 

Cycling Club the incorporation of the Newark Sports Association as a mutual organisation.  It is the 

NSA’s vision to “create equitably managed and sustainable sports facilities for all of Newark that will 

maximise participation in recreational and competitive sport”.  This is a development that, if we are 

to justify our claim to truly be a Newark Town sports club, we have to be involved with.  I believe 

that the only way sports clubs can develop sustainable community sports facilities in Newark is for 

the clubs to work collaboratively and the NSA is the vehicle.  

To summarise, to achieve our objectives in longer term next year will be about education and 

awareness building and encouraging people to consider not what NTFC means to them, but what 

does NTFC mean to us, all of us - as a player, a parent, a supporter and as a community.   
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